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Abstract - Information mining is an assignment which is utilized to discover the concealed example or data to break down any subject. These days a ton of research is going on web mining i.e. to mine the online assets to get the instance or shrouded data. In our research the main aim is to perform the text mining over the real time data to predict the recipes of food that which party will win the state or national hotels held in India. In our work we get the data from twitter where the citizens of India give the opinion about the political parties and the analysis of these sentiments is done to conclude the result.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a huge number of people have been attracted to social-networking platforms like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. Most use social web sites to categorical their emotions, beliefs or opinions about things, locations or personalities. Methods of sentiment evaluation can be labeled predominantly as machine-learning, Lexicon-based and hybrid. Similarly, any other categorization has been presented with the classes of statistical, knowledge-based and hybrid approaches. There is a space for performing difficult lookup in wide areas via computationally inspecting opinions and sentiments. Therefore, a gradual exercise has grown to extract the facts from information available on social networks for the prediction of an election, to use for instructional purposes, or for the fields of business, verbal exchange and marketing. The accuracy of sentiment evaluation and predictions can be obtained by means of behavioral evaluation based totally on social networks.

Data mining is a task which is used to find out the hidden pattern/information to analysis any subject. Presently multi day's a ton of research is going on web mining i.e. to dig the web content for investigation. Web mining can be further classified into following categories i.e., static web mining, dynamic web mining, dynamic web mining is also known as Data Stream (DS). Stream mining is an area that gaining lots of practical significance and finding various application areas related to medicine, computer science, stock market prediction, online data generation etc. Since in web technology (stream data) has a challenging task because they are real time data which changes rapidly over the time. In-stream mining, a huge amount of online data is generated from several things like sensors, internet relay chat, twitter, Facebook, online transactions etc. Stream mining over twitter data is an area where lots of research is going on because twitter is miniaturized scale blogging administration that checks with a huge number of clients from everywhere throughout the world. Sentimental analysis has improved in the last few year as well as its applications. This is used for product marketing for recognition of anti-social behaviour. The advances in Facebook twitter YouTube and other littler scale blogging and long range casual correspondence goals have contributed change to the social areas as well as have in a general sense changed the manner in which we use these regions and how we share our feelings, our points of view with the more broad social affair of individuals. Political and religious points of view, littler scale blogging locales get the chance to be particularly productive wellsprings of people’s appraisals and suppositions. Such data can be gainfully used for adaptable UI. Information we get from these sources can be utilized in conclusion mining and slant investigation undertakings.

2. EXISTING SYSTEM

The Sentimental examination on Social Media is a critical field of concentrate these days and will be in future. It is a technique of finding/choosing a disguised energetic tone behind the course of action of words which is used to get an appreciation of the end, emotions, direct of the all inclusive community imparted in the online mode. The usage of Sentimental examination is to a great degree costly these days it is used wherever, for instance, as a piece of business, science, administrative issues social et cetera. Wistful Analysis has been something other than a social sensible instrument. It is a most difficult field of
research on the grounds that the supposition of the general population can haphazardly change as for time. Regardless, it is a field that is 'in the not too distant past being analyzed, in spite of the way that not at heavenly lengths because of the multifaceted arrangement of this investigation. This field has limits that are extremely cluttered for machines, making it hard to get it. The capacity to value the joke, distortion, positive sentiments or negative suppositions has been troublesome, for machines that need emotions. The present framework can’t have over 70% precision the sentiments depicted by individuals. So the examination of internet organizing data to anticipate the future or any condition is a wonderful region of research these days.

As the sentiment evaluation of tweets has received reputation in current years, the sentiments of queries generated by using customers has been calculated by way of page-rank algorithms and the Naïve Bayes classifier. For the prediction of the 2016 US elections, manually annotated corpus-based hashtags [38] alongside with negation detection had been examined and a declare was once made that a 7% accuracy degree had increased. The model adopted to rank the candidates of political events protected the lexicon-based strategy and the linguistic inquiry phrase count number.

3. METHODOLOGY

Every task is performing to get an output; the main aim of our work is also to get a result. The output of the task is defined whether the work is done accurately or not. The main aim of our research is to predict the election. As India is a democratic country where we chose our representative through election the result should come after some days and tells which party wins the election, keeping this thing in the mind we try to develop the system which predicts the result that which party will win the election on the basis of the comments given by the citizen of the country by the way of twitter. The success of the system depends on the rate of accuracy and the precision value.

If the system gives high accuracy that means our work goes in the right direction. Frequency tells us the intensity of the things which is regularly happened. In the text mining, the frequency of words has very much importance which tells that in the database which words is regularly used and what is its frequency of words occurrence, in the given diagram below we represent the frequency of top 10 words by the help of bar chart.

4. FUTURE WORK

The use of social media for prediction of election results poses challenges at different stages. In this paper, we first tackle the scarcity of training data for text classification by providing a two stage framework. Finally we propose our model for election end result prediction which makes use of the labeled information created using our framework. While our model alone may not be sufficient to predict the results, however it becomes a crucial component when combined with
other statistical models and offline techniques (like exit polls). We implemented the proposed model on a dataset which was created by mining Twitter for 3 days. However, this model can be extended in the future to create an automated framework which mines data for months since election result prediction is a continuous process and requires analysis over long periods of time. Features should be extracted from newly mined data and compared with existing set of features. Some similarity metric can be used to compare the new and old features. Only in cases where the metric value crosses a threshold, the newly mined data should be labeled using the two stage framework. Thus we recommend creating an active learning model wherein the model itself recommends what data should be labeled. This would minimize the efforts for labeling while making sure that there is no compromise on contextual relevance.

5. CONCLUSION

The work being done on the fact of the matter is unfathomably thin and as it tended to the issue of USER nostalgic examination and not SNA. Intertwining this will be the accompanying step in achieving better outcomes. Besides better wire with long range casual correspondence goals and diverse Facilities likewise, accumulated android contraptions can assist our program with accomplishing an all the more clearing information. The issue is that most supposition examination figuring’s use direct terms to express estimation around a thing or organization. Not with standing, social components, semantic nuances and changing settings make it significantly difficult to change a string of made substance into a straight forward master or con assessment consistently vary on the assessment of substance speaks to how huge an endeavor it is for PCs to get this benefit. The shorter the string of substance, the harder it gets the opportunity to be. Feeling examination scrapping vast information sets has also improved inclination mining.
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